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HEEl'INGS OF THE CRARLES WILLIA1!.SSOCIETY

28 April 1984: Professor Corbin Carnell will speak on Charles Williams'
influence on C.S.Lewis.

7 July 1984: iJIDual General Meeting and day conference at Pusey House,
Oxford, IIam - 5pm. Rev Dr Ralph Townsend will speak.

10 November 1984: Canon Raymond Hockley will speak; subject to be announced.

ltilmeetings except the AGM will be held at Liddon House, 24 South Audley
Street, London W.I., starting at 2.30pm.

LONDON READING GROUP

Sunday 25 March 1984: st John's Parish room, 2 Landsdowne Crescent, Ladbroke
Grove, London W.II. at Ipm. We will be reading Taliessin Through Logres and
Region of the Summer Stars. Please bring sandwiches - tea and coffee provided.

OXFORD READING GROUP

For details contact either Anne Scott (Oxford 53897) or Brenda Boughton (55589).

LAKE JUCHIGAN AREA READING GROUP

For details please contact Charles Huttar, 188 W.IIth st., Holland, Michigan
49423, USA. Telephone (616) 396 2260.

SUBSCRIPTIONS 1894 - 85

May we remind you that subs0riptions are due from I March 1984. A subscription
renewal slip is enclosed with this Newsletter; please ignore it if you have
already paid.

HEYl B<i:OKS ON C. YI•

Reviews of 2 books published in 1983 on C.W. are included in this Newsletter.
Also enclosed is a publicity leaflet on Alice Mary Hadfield's new book for your
information. You may already have received one in which case we apologise
for the duplication. A review of this book will appear in a later Newsletter.

NE'."! MEr:::BERS

A warm welcome is extended to:

James D. Russo, 166 Maplewood Avenue, Clifton, New Jersey, 07013, USA.
A.F.~ebber, 22 Maids Causeway, Cambridge~ CB5 8DA.

SUPPLELiENT

There is no supplement with this Newsletter.
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The Novels of Charles Williams by 'l'homas'1'. HO'\73..rd,published by Oxford

University Press in 1983. Book Revie'\7by Stephen Barber.

One expects the Oxford University Press to encourage interest in Charles

~illiams, but interestinGly it is the Ne'\7York branch which has given us in

the same year both Mrs Hadfield's authoratative biographical study and

this study of the novels by Professor .Howard. Indeed, ~illiarns seems to be

more widely read in the USA than here: Eerdmans have reissued all the novels,

and he has gained, as has Owen Barfield, from the recent critical tendency to

discuss the Inklings as a group. We therefore have a ne~ generation of

readers for whom the personal magic of the man is only a vacue report and

who know him solely through his books.

Howard's book is addressed to readers coming to the novels for the first

time. The desien of his book is simple: a chapter on each novel, TIith an

Introduction and Afterword. There is, intentionally, a great deal of repeti

tion from chapter to chapter, since each chapter is intended to be self

sufficient. Howard does not say so in so many words, but the kind of reader
he has in mind seems to be a college student who has been assiGned one

Williams novel as a set text. I do not know whether to be impressed with

Howard's courage in bringing these novels to this audience or to grumble at

the restrictions it imposes on him.

His book suffers from a curious defensive and apoloGetic tone which he falls

into particularly when discussing ~illiams's use of occult materials in his

plots. Personally, I find thes fascinating and evocative, and would see no

point in encouraging a reader to persist who found them repellent. Howard

finds himself constantly seeking to excuse. Yet one may follow C.S.Lewis,

who in The Allegory of Love, a book ~illiams admired, sugGested that: 'For
poetry to spread its wings fully, there must be, besides the revealed religion,

a marvellous that knows itself as myth.' And Howard's difficulty is compounded

when dealing with Williams's deliberately oblique way of dra'\7inGon Christian

doctrines. Lewis elsewhere stated memorably that ~Jilliams had 'restated to my

imagination the very questions to which the doctrines are answers.' But

Howard lacks Le"is's tact in handling these questions in a literary context,

and his tone is often jarring.

He begins with a concession, taken from an introduction T.S.Eliot wrote for

All Hallows ~e, and worth reproducing: 'iVhat he had to say was beyond his

resources, and probably beyond the resources of language, to say once for all

through anyone medium of expression •••• What he had to say •••• was primarily

imaginative.' This seems a fair contention and I COtUlt it in Howard's havour to

cite it at the outset. Certainly, acknowledging flaws seems to be one of the

first staGes to go through in.learning to love an author.

But I find Howard unsatisfactory on the question of genre. He points out

that Williams does not work in the tradition of the realistic novel, but gives

no attention to working out what traditions he does work in and what its con

ventions are. Dr Cavaliero has recently drawn attention to ailliams's prede

cessors in what he calls the occult novel, and Horthrop Frye once grouped

Williams with other mythopoeic writers such as Hawthorne and I:Ielville whose
work was founded on naive romance. Heverthelcss, when ;J.llhas been said for

these conventions, ~7illiams 's novels remain vulner8.ble. 'f"heplot and inter

pretation are manipulated to conform to the romance expectations, whereas the

events ar.e present.ed naturiJ.listically, and :).gulf C2,!1open between the two.
1'he clearest 8xaDpJ.e of this is in Descent into Hell, in the interpretation of
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the two flaws in the pageant: the slowness of the actors' diction, and

a defect in a detail of the soldiers' costumes. stanhope's tolerance of
the first is presented as admirable: ~entworth's indifference to the

second is presented as damnable. Williams justifies the distinction, but

it has to be read into the narrative rather than emerging naturally from it.
The individual chapters are largely expository, but some good critical

points got made. In considering War in lfeaven, Howard usefully compares

the attitudes t~<en by the DW<e and by the Archdeacon to the Grael to the

hucharistic doctrines of their respective churches:

'Both of these churches are. sacramentalist in the sense of seeing

that the eternal touches time at real physical points. But ~he

Duke, being Catholic, is stoutly attached to the vessel itself.

He will go to any lengths to rescue the cup, whereas the Arch

deacon, with his typically Anglican demurral on questions like this,

is prepared to let the physical item go if. that must be, so long as
the Love of which it is the token still rules his own heart. This

would be in keeping with the Anglican refusal to work out just how

the Bread and ~ine at the Eucharist may be held to be the Body and

Blood of Christ, whereas the Roman Church has formularies that

spell it out fairly rigorously.'

However, he seems to miss the point that, in the Grael mass at the end of
the book, each co~unicant ITeceives from the vessel according to his

expectations - an idea Williams may have derived from A.E.~aite.

There is a fine sentence about the part played by the law in Many Dimensions:
'Law is perhaps the knotted under-side of a great tapestry which, seen

from above, turns out to be a pattern of such beauty and perfection

that our bliss at seeing it to~ soon would overthrow us entirely.'

Also here Howard sUGgests that Williams's deliberate avoidance - he calls it

shyness - of the routine theological words springs not only from his wish as

an artist to revivify what has become routine, but also from a tension in

him betwenn believer and sceptic:

'it was the very believer in Williams ~at waS shy of routine pieties.'

Howard is weakest on The Place of the Lion, which is unfortunate since this

and Kany Dimensions seem to me the finest of the earlier novels. He gets
into a hopeless philosophical tangle on the relation between Platonism and

Christianity and to what extent Williams suggests' that the visible appearance

of the Platonic principles in the novel is a legitimate possibility or a

fanciful extension of that philosophy. I think the source of the confusion

is that Howard accepts the two-world misinterpretation of Plato, according to

which visible things are parasitic on a comparable world of similar things in
a mysterious second world. In fact Williams, like most poets, accepted the

neo-Platonic interpretation that it is only the prinoiples that are ever truly

knowable. ~his fits very well with Christian doctrine and accounts for the
technical excellence of this novel. •

Howard discusses Descent into I~ll after lUI Hallows Eve, which is perverse

as it preceded. it by eight years. Horeover Mrs Hadfield cites a letter from

~illia~s to Eliot saying that the later book went on from the point at which

the earlier left off - surely an intention confirmed by the experience of

readers. Jbwever, Howard is right as acainst Cavaliero in treatinc the

phantom Adela in the earlier book as specifically a succubus and therefore

objective. She is, after all, real enough for the real Adela to see and be

frightened of •.
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Despite some incidental virtues I found this a disappointing book. It is

awkwardly written, over-explicit in exposition and it shirks or fud~es the

difficult questions. There are also too many small inaccuracies. But one
must remember that it was not written for readers of this journal, who are

avowed enthusiasts, but for beginners. They may well find it helpful.

Enthusias~s will probably find more illumination in Cavaliero's single

chapter given to the novels than in the whole of this book.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Charles Williams: Poet, of Theology by Glen Cavaliero, 2IOpp, published by
Macmillan at £20. 0 333 271831. Review by Stephen Medcalf.

In reviewing this bQok, I must apologise, first because it is so full, intelli

gent and learned that only a review of its own length could do it justice;

secondly, because I have reviewed it already in the Times Literary Supplement.
Howe~er, the latter failing is not my fault. It has been a most unjustly

neglected book, which the T.L.S. had not received at the time when they asked
me to review Thomas T. Howard's The Novels of Charles ~illiams. As I had already

received Dr Cavaliero's book from this News letter, I asked permission to include

an account of it, since otherwise it would have received, perhaps, no reviews in
the major literary papers •.

In spite of this neglect, Dr' Cav.aliero's is a loving and a learned book, whose

great excellence and small defects arise from its purpose: to give a unified

picture of all Charles Williams' work. It is at its most admirable, consequently,

in its brilliant accounts of how his more neglected works fit into the total
picture - the biographies above all, their humane ironic style and agonised wrest

lings with the Impossibility in human life, or the introduction to the New Book of

Of English Verse, and its awareness of something closely related to awareness of

the Impossibility, 'the Celian moment ••• which contains, almost equally, the

actual and the potential'. Conversely, of wha~ Dr Cavaliero, probably rightly,

thinks Williams' masterpiece, 'the most distinctive, varied and interesting' of his

books, The Descent of the Dove, he speaks interestingly, but very briefly.

Part of this grasp of the total picture is Dr Cavaliero's mastery of literary

context - of' Williams' relations as a writer' with e.g. Covertry Patmore, Arthur·

Alackon.,and Evelyn Underhill - though I think he might have mentioned also Mrs Oli

phaunt's Beleaguered City, and stevenson's Dr Jekyll and Mr HYde, the former for'its
relating a story of the dead to orthodox religion, the latter for its sense of divi-

,sion in the personal itYo I think too that he misconceives Chesterton's The Man who

was Thursday, which is far more exploratory and far more aware of chaos and nightmare
than he implies,and in virtue of that much closer to Williams' work than he says.

Particularly telling is his demonstration of the indistinguishability of ~illiams'

style from Lytton Strachey's: it is even more telling than explicitly he makes it,
for it is a demonstration of what he shows himself elsewhere ~ell aware, that, for

Williams, disillusion is where one starts from.

Evidently the book has been boiling up for many years (Dr' Cavaliero cites an article
of his Om! on the Way of Affirmation from as far back as 1956), and that comes out,

on the one hand in authority, ease a~d a profound knowledge on interconnection, and,

on the other, in a tendency at times to allusiveness and a crabbed, dense style

exactly like what he criticises in Nilliarns, as though both of them were 'reluctant

to allow (their) language to expand for fear of being unable to nail (their) meaning-.

Anyone not already moderately well acquainted with Williams' writings might find this

book too dense: Anne Ridler's superb preface to The Image of the City covers some
thinG of the same ground from a viewpoint where the patterns of the trees in the wood

seem less perplexed, and so is as good for beginners as for initiates. But anyone

who does 1010'17 enough of the i'1ritings to have caught a pattern will be so enthralled,

provoked and informed by nearly every page of Dr Cavaliero's book.
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He has several formulae for the fund of pa-ttern that he sees. Williams' work~ he says,

focuses on two themes 'the inter-relatedness of every aspect of human experience' and

'the absolute relativity of all human apprehensions of truth': or again, at the heax~

of all his writing is the endeavour, not to see beauty as truth, but to reveal 'that
truth is beauty': yet again, ~illiams' work is directed to resolving the modern contra

diction between 'the conscious Y~owledge of our consciousness' with the myths which
structure it' and our revolt against our knowledge': and again, ~1illiams' aim is to

find an equivalent in literary expression for'the mystery of the incarnation, recon
ciling the knowledge of God with the knowledge of man. What unites all those attempts

to resolve opposite things is intimated in Dr Cavaliero's subtitle 'Poet of Theology':

Williams developed a theology out of poetry (Dr' Cavaliero is particularly good on the
relation of his understanding of the incarnation and the atonement to the theories about

literature of such books as The English Poetic ttind) and treats theology as he would
treat poetry, by relating both to 'the responsive imagination'. Dr Cavaliero thinks

that his 'technique of interlinked associative symbolism', calls for 'an intelligent

reliance on the imagination' which makes his poems - and it would apply to his theology
also - 'anachronistic because they are ahead of, ~ather than behind, their time'.

Perhaps unavoidably, Dr Cavaliero does not wholly succeed in holding imagination and

intelligence in union when he discusses the Arthurian poems, which I find the most un
even, the weakest part of his book. He succumbs to the temptation of interpreting the

poems one by one, in each trying to follow out the interlinking of the symbolism with
the whole of the book in which it appears. (He is surely right in treating Taliessin
and The Summer Stars each as wholes, avoiding C.S.Lewis' inter-weaving of all the poems

into a kind of chronological sequence). And in the passion to exhibit all the threads,

he rather forgets Williams' own dictum: 'It isn't what poetry says, it's what poetry is'.
Perhaps the defect is in the poems themselves, to some extent. Dr Cavaliero compares

their sense of 'the aloof formality of (the) patterned civilisation' of Byzantium to
Yeats's, though, he says 'without the piercing particularity of Yeats's evocations!.

But I think it is he who is missing the particularity of Charles Williams' poems, which

seem to me generally much better than that very over-patterned poem, Yeats's Byzantium,

and frequently as good as Sailing to Byzantium. (I suspect that the images of Byzantium
in the two poets have a common origin not only in the historic city, but in the ~tuals

of the Order' of the Golden Dawn: Byzantium, Yeats's poem, is a kind of working up of the
rituals of All Souls Night, where there is a piercing concreteness for which in Williams

one would have to look to the novels, though they do not have the peculiar' evocations
of poetry.)

Is there not in fact a way of reading Williams' verse which sometimes even in their'

oddest phrases, 'the rounded bottom of the Emperor's glory' for example, recognises,
not the consistent following out of a pattern ending in 'a sense of contrivance' which

Dr Cavaliero finds, but something concrete, emotional, felt, a particular sense of a

particular thing, which just happens to be odd - in this case; a strong erotic sense of

the beauty of female buttocks? This way of reading has of course to go with a further

recognition of what would be ~illiams' least attractive quality if it weren't for his
understanding of it, his latest sadism: Dr Cavaliero takes a hesitant step towards
recognising this when he comments on the beauty Williams finds in a scarred slave-girl's
back, but there too it seems as if he only sees Williams's pattern working itself out.

Yet he goes a little too far'in my opinion in stressing the absence of mutuality in
Williams' sense of adoration in love, the sense of using the beloved as part of a cosmic

experiment, like Henry in The Greater Trumps: after all, there is Isabel in Shadows of
Ecstasy whose conversation Dr Cavaliero rightly praises, to show that Williams could
imagine another side of love, and a wife. But in the peculiar sensualities which look'
as though they are part of a cerebrally devised pattern, isn't there something like the

powerful and eccentric feelings of D.H.Lawrence, with whom Williams notable sympathised?

It is possible that at some deeper level the sadism and the sense of love as an experi

ment of which the beloved, however glorified, may sometimes seem like the material, both

go with the love of pattern: Blake would have thought so. And recognition of this as

a peculiar constellation of feelings in ~illiams helps to reveal in him an intuitive
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wisdom which goes deeper than the wisdom of interlinked associative pattern. C.S.Lewis

in his Letters to Malcolm uses the word magic to describe those moments and things where
one recognises meaning as objectively present without any possible further explanation
in terms of structure, pattern, intellectual explication, or what Jacques Derrida calls

differance. These are the moments typified when Beatrice,in the line particnlarly loved
by Williams and at the heart of the belief in the holiness of fact in Descent into ffell,

says' 'Look well: we are,. we are indeed Beatrice.' Williams combined an a'Wa.reness,an

obsession with pattern so great that he regarded a warning against it (for 'patterns

are baleful things') as the best advice he could give himself, with a ~reat power of

conveying this. magic. He remarks in Witchcraft on two experiences which predispose to
a belief in magic in 'the ordinary sense - 'the moment when it seems that anything might

turn into anything else' and the moment 'when one is aware that a phenomenon, being

wholiy itself,. is laden with universal meaning'. This pair of experiences,. of negative
and positive meaning one might say, could be added to the pairs of opposites on which

Williams' work focusses. Different temperaments tend to identify meaning either with

the particular or'with the pattern: but both are in themselves false concretisations of
meaning~ and it was meaning that nilliams aimed at (not life, not death, but meaning'.

In aiming at meaning he had at his service gifts which Dr-Cavaliero well describes as
creating 'a trans-sensuous awareness'. Apropos of his excellent analysis of this effect

in the poems he cites Anne Ridler, 'it is at ••• a moment of'almost hallucinatory vision

held in the senses but on the point of reaching beyond them, that (Williams's) images
must have been made'. And apropos of his parallel remarks on the 'blending of abstrac~

tions with concrete imagery' in the descripiion of Margaret Anstruther's dying in
Descent into Hell, he remarks that the 'account of spiritual experience challenges
comparison with ••• the later novels and tales of Henry James'. In dealing with

Williams' descriptions of process and long-drawn-out experience, then, Dr'Cavaliero is
subtle and balanced. But I should have liked to hear from him on those passages in

which Williams concentrated his sense of magic in both senses, the visionary passages
in the novels which embody supranaturaI versions of the two lands of experience mention

ed in Witchcraft. For many readers of ~illiams these are the passages most peculiarly
characteristic of, most peculiarly admirable in him: the visions, for ex~ple, of the

butterfly in The Place of the Lion or of the policeman in The Greater' Trumps, or the
ghostly meetings of Pauline in the streets of Battle Hill at night in The Greater' Tramps.
Eliot describes Williams as able to describe experiences such as his readers may have

had once or twice in a lifetime and been unable to put into words: those passages must:

have ha~ large effects on the writing of Four Qpartets. But Dr Cavaliero plays them
down in a manner consistent I think with his preference for pattern over event. He
compares the vision of the policeman with a spiritual being's vision in Evelyn Underhil1's

Column of Dust of an imperial procession in London: 'he SaW Sovereignty, the ruler and
governing Idea, behind its poor image, and hardly perceived the shabbiness of the symbol

through which he gazed'. But the abstractness of this, the concentration on pattern and
idea, the scorn of the poor image, are infinities away from the moment when Nancy saw
'in that heavy official barring their way the Emperor of the Trumps, helmed, in a white

cloak, stretching out one sceptered arm, as if Charlemagne, or one like him, stretched

out him controlling 6word over the tribes of Europe ••• '

Such visions as these Dr Cavaliero a little neglects, and with them commoner experiences,

as the works of art seen as the intersection of Many Dimensions in the novel Many Dimen
sions, or the peculiar'loniliness of suburban streets at night in Descent into Hell,

and again Williams' mystical delight in physical beauty, as of Rosamund's arm in Shadows

of Ecstasy. He gives an excellent definition of the novels, 'in each one the super
natur~ threatens to overwhe~ the natural order, and equilibrium is only resoted by

those who can accept both aspects of reality', but spoils it, I think, by saying that

The Place of the Lion and The Greater Trumps 'are parables in the fantastic mode,
esoteric spiritual fables of the same genres, tho~~hh~~dly of the same literary attain

ment, as ~.F.Pavys's Mr ~eston's Good ~ine'. The judgement I personally find surprising

enough: 1x 'Jeston's Good Wine is more smoothly written indeed, but does not otherwise'

seem to me to come anywhere ne~r the literary magnitude of those t~o novels of ~illiams.

This miGht be debated at length: what sesms to me scarcely open to doubt is that the
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v~0~onary quality in ~illiams' writincs puts them in a different genus from Mr' Weston's

Good ~ine. Ifthere TIere nothing else, the ease with which T.F.Pavys puts God into his

novel as a character, an act which would be mindlessly blasphemous if it were other

than it is, sheerly parabolic, contrasts with the scrupulousness with which Williams

in all his novels presents only appearances of God. The nearest he comes to preaenting

God as an active character is in the Fool of The Greater Trumps, who himself is only
an appearance whose activity is experienced as a rare revelation. Elsewhere, as,

Dr Cavaliero remarks, ]illiams shrinks even from mentioning the name of God, preferring

again the names of manifestations like the Mercy, or the Omnipotence. But I do ,not

think this is only, as Dr Cavaliero thinks, for freshness: it seems to me rather in

the paradoxical spirit of the Jewish visionaries and mystics, who precisely because

they seem to have experienced God more nearly than most people, proclaim that it is
not God ltimself they have experienced but only the Chariot of His glory. So far from

beinG para~les, these novels of Williams se~ to me to convey just that numinous and

flaming quality of existence wh~ch is the dominating manifestation of the God of the

Bible. williams again displays exquisite balance when talking of the manifestation

of God to Ezekiel he remarks that glory 'usually means no more than a mazy bright blur.
But the maze should be, though it generally is not, exact, and the brightness should

be that of a geometrical pattern'. It is characteristic of him that he stresses the

pattern, because he thinks we must be reminded to examine the pattern of the glory.
But he recosnises the brightness.

The question of balance between existence or event and pattern is very difficult.

I began by saying that one had to catch the pattern in Williams, but then I meant it

of an intui tive recognition of tone, balance and indi viduali ty such as we experience

not only in relation to writers, but in the ordinary circumstances of a growing

friendship: indeed it is only a special case of something we experience in discovering

the nature of anything, what I.T •Ramsay called the ice breaking, the penny dropping and
the light dawning. In coming to know,the nature of Charles Williams, the element of'

intuition iso as always, essential, but the element of explicit recognition of pattern

is larger because he made it so. For example, in Thomas Cranmer of Canterbury the
whole point and climax of the-play seems to me to come when the Skeleton brings

Cranmer on his way to the fire to the recognition that if the Pope had bid him liv~,

he would have obeyed his laws. Cranmer achieves total self-lmowledge, is equated to

his very soul. I feel that here a nail is driven ho~e: but I know that some of my

feeling is derived from the knowledge that this actually happened - a friar asked if
this were true of Cranmer as he went to be burnt, and Cranmer' assented. The knowledge

of historical truth is not what one could gather from the play. Williams, in making
the interlocutor the ~{eleton has to that extent shifted the event nearer the pattern.

The event in the play, to th~t extent, loses wha~ Lewis calls magic, and for me a

certain literary power which it would have had if Williams ha~intimated the element

of historic fact more strongly. On the other hand, I would not have the connection

with the Skeleton broken, both for the play's sake and even more for the historic

event's sake. For it is the historic event that gains by the relation: it, and the

area of Oxford TIhere it must have happened is for me charges with meaning, because

here the Skeleton spoke. I had the same feeling at Aachen lately when in the company

of Martin 1:Ioynihanof this Society: he quoted the further words from the vision of
the Policemen 'The great roads ran below him, to Rome, to Paris, to Aix, to Byzantium

Williams was not remembering the concrete reality of Aix / Aachen,. but using the name

to give concreteness to his pattern. But it was the concrete reality of the place
that he enlarged for me.

Now Dr Cavaliero in dealing with Thomas Cranmer neglects that final interchange,

talking indeed of an earlier event as 'the final renunciation'. I thinl~ he is

missing something: yet I recognise that if I found it, it is through paying

attention to something ~illiams himself had played down. So if here I stick to my

recognition it is with the awareness that Dr Cavaliero is closer to ~illi~s' thOUGht

processes.
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And the lover of event is not always so divided from the lover of p~ttern.

Dr Cavaliero ends his chapter on the novels with a paragraph from .Ul T~llows

Eve ~hicb, he says, expresses ~illiams' fullest consciousness that 'to love

truly is to be reconciled with every aspect of lifet• It also confers me~

ing on a particular place under an aspect one can see any day - tbe Thames

at London, tdirty and messyt, whose dirt Qnd cor~ption talso ~ere facts •.

Tbey could not be forgotton or lost in f~tasy; all that had been, Was; all

that was, was. A sodden mass of cardboard and paper drifted by, but the

soddenness was itself a joy, for this WaS what happened, and all that happened,

in this great material world, was good.t

If I have focused for too long on what seems to me Dr Cavalierots overstressing

of pattern at the expense of Williamst expression of the quality of twhat

happenedt, it is to be t~{en as part of my initial praise of the book. Even in

disagreement, the reader will learn much fro~ Dr Cavaliero: and his disagree~

ment will be governed by his admiration and delight.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

Inklings Week in Aachen, November 1983, by Martin Moynihan

Germanyts newly-formed Inklings Society (Inklings-Gesellschaft) held a very
successful inaugural session in Aachen, 21 - 25 November. It was devoted

especially to Tolkien and C.S.Lewis - the 20th anniversary of Lewis's death
fell on 22 November 1983.

Dr Gisbert Kranz of Aachen was the moving spirit, and an article by him in the

Aachen press tWarum ist C.S.Lewis immer noch so beliebt?t heralded a ~eeJ~ of
exhibitions and lectures. The audiences came from far and wide - S~itzerland

and Belgium besides Germany - and the spe~ers were from a broad spectrum.
The talks themselves were full of vivid interest. The Austrian

novelist, Dr Peter 1[arginter, currently at the Austrian Institute in London,

spoke on tTolkien and Phantasyt, Prof. Dr Jorg Splett on 'Joy and Pain in

C.S.Lewis' and Prof. Dr Helmut Schrey on tFrom Paradise Lost to Perelandra'.
Por theological reasons, Wilton, it seems, was earlier J~nmm and read in

Germany than Sb~espeare; Paradise Lost, by its very subject, attracted a
wide readership. Dr Kranz himself spoke on C.S.Lewis and ,lidous !mxley'.

Britain was represented by Stephen Medcalf (tThe Baking and BreakinG of

C.S.Lewis' Personae') and Martin I:!oynihan ('C.S.Le\7is C'J1dthe Arthurian

Traditiont). The Society will reproduce these talks in its forthcoming

Year-book, and has produced a first-class bibliography of C.S.Lewis ~ritings -*
(Dr Kranz will lecture at the C.S.Lewis Summer School,4-15 June,st Deiniolts Library.)
Needless to say, Aachen, with its Carolingian associations, provided an

excellent setting. A liayoral Reception aclD10wledged tnis launching of Germanyts

new Society. And the Society will evidently go from strength to strength.

The British Council was represented, ~1d gave their support. Last, not least,

Colin Hardie, one-time Public Orator at Oxford and himself an Inkling, sent

ffhe Society a message of greeting, in Latin elegiacs. Trw1slated into both
German and English, these were very \7arnly received at the first session.

Naillvos Grani ad Aquas, they concluded:

Nam vos Grani ad Aqu~,s studiis et nomine eisdem,
convocat ad C~roli scissa lacerna rotam.

Sit vobic felix opera, atque haec qu~~iacumque

verba salutantis consulite, oro, boni.

,-:hleh, in .6-.'11Glish paraphrase, read:

Ii' st Deniol' s Library (the residential Gladstone r.;ernorialLibrary) Hawarden, Chester'.
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You to Charles' Chapel Round does that Rent Cloak 
And to your ancient Aachen sprin~s - convoke!

T~ke, in ~ood part, these lines! Thou~h slight, they bless

Your labours all! TIish each his ~ork, success!

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

ISembers may be interested to read the following tr~~slation by C.~. of a

medieval Latin Hymn presented by Ralph Binfield to the Charles ITilliams

Reference Collection held at King's College, London.

Stabat Kater Dolorosa

3ta~at Uater dolorosa,

Juxta crucem lacrymosa,

Dum pendebat Filius.

Cujus animam gementem, .

Contristatam et dolentem,

Pertr~~sivit gladius.

o quam tristis et afflicta
Fuit ilIa benedicta

J.:aterUnigeni ti!

Quae moerebat et dolebat,

.Pia Mater, dum videbat
Nati poenas inclyti.

QQis est homo, qui no~ fleret,
Matrem Christi si videret

In tanto supplicio?

Q].lisnon posset,. contristari,

Christi Matrem contemplari,
Dolentem cum Pilio?

Pro peccatis Suae gent is,

Vidit. Jesum in tormentis,

Et fliGellis subditum.

Vidit suum dulcem Naturn

~oriendo, desolatum,

Dum ernisit spirit urn.

Eja Eater', fons amoris,
Me sentire vim doloris

Fac, ut tecum luge3~.

Fac ut ardeat cor meum

In amando Christum Deurn

ut sibi complacearn.

Sancta 1.,ater, istud agas,

Crucifixi fige pla~as
Cordi meo val ide.

- 9 -

By the mournful Cross attending,

Dolorous to behold IllS ending,
Stood the Mother of the Lord.

And her equal heart of trouble

Moaning felt the thrusts redouble

Of the final piercing sword.

o what anguish, what affliction,

Smote the breast of benediction,

Where the Sole-Begotten dwelled.

She through pang to pang succeeding,

Tender Mother, watched Him bleeding,

Him in glory unexcelled.

Where is he, can unlamenting
View Christ's Mother not dissenting

From the dolours that must come?

Where is he, can undespairing

View Christ's Mother fully sharing'

In her Prince's martyrdom?

For the sins of His creation

She beheld His separation

To the scourges of His dole;

Saw her most sweet Youth'in dying

Desolate, till with strong crying

He delivered up !fis soul.

Fount of love, 0 Mother, teach me

To entreat that pain to reach me;

Draw me to thy deepest night.

That my soul in fire ascending

~ith Christ's love its o'~ love blending

May be pleasant in His siGht.

Strike, 0 strike that dereliction,

All that pain and crucifixion,

Vehemently through my heart.



'fuiNati vulnerati,

Tam dignati pro me pati,
Poenas mecum divide.

Fac me tecum pia flere,
Crucifixo condolere,

Donec' ego vixero.

Juxta crucem tecum stare

Et:me·tibi sociare,
In planctu' desidero.

Virgo virginum praeclara,
Mihi jam non sis amara,

Fac me tecum plangere.

Fac'ut portem Christi mortem,
Passionis fac consontem,

Et plagas recolere.

Fac me plagas vulnerari,
Fac me cruce inebriari,

Et,cruore Filii.

Flammis· ne urar succensus,

Per'te, Virgo, sim defensus,
In die judicii.

Christe, cum sit hinc exire,
Da per Matrem me verire

Ad palmam vlctoriae.

QJ.randocorpus morietur,
Fac ut animae donetur'

Paradisi gloria.

Amen.

In that wounded Prince of passion
Let me, after' thy great fashion,

Find my own most certain part.

Let our holy sorrows mingle

For His sacrifice, my single
Meditation while I live.

To the cross of darkness t~(e me

And thy sad associate make me,
In the grief whereby I thrive.

Of all maidens lordliest maiden,
Be my heart with thy heart laden,

Let me too be sacrificed.

I, His 'Wounds again receiving,
I, companion of His grieving,

May I bear' the death of Christ.

By those pangs may I be wounded,
May my final depth be sounded

By the anguish of thy Son.

Les~ the fire of hell invade me,
Virgin, be thou mear to aid me

When the judgement is begun.

When I leave this world for ever,
Christ my Lord, my soul deliver

With the shout of victory.

From this body's deathly failing,
Draw me by thy grace availing

Into thy felicity.

Amen.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
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